The modeling of risk situations that occur in a space-time framework can be done using maxstable random fields. Although the summary coefficients of the spatial and temporal dependence do not characterize the finite-dimensional distributions of the random field, they have the advantage of being immediate to interpret and easier to estimate. As the joint tendency for extreme values of random variables is usually summarized in the literature by upper-tail dependence coefficients, the question arises: how to use these coefficients to summarize the degree of smoothness of a random field or a stochastic process? We invite the reader to follow us in a justified construction of a response to this question. The coefficients that we propose, give us information about the tendency of a random field for oscillations of its values in relation to real valued high levels. It is not the magnitude of the oscillations that is being evaluated, but rather the greater or lesser number of oscillations, that is, the tendency of the trajectories to oscillate. Therefore, we can observe surface trajectories more smooth for the random field according to higher smoothness coefficients values. The objective of this work is to quantify the smoothness of a random field through coefficients that are easy to estimate and use in applications. They take values in [0, 1] and increase with the concordance of the variables of the random field.
Introduction
The modeling of risk situations that occur in a space-time framework can be done using max-stable random fields. Consider that Yi(x) represents the daily maximum precipitation in year i at a location x belonging to some locations family A ⊂ Z 2 . The stochastic behavior of {Yn(x), x ∈ A, n ≥ 1} can not be studied using the classical theory of stable distributions because the variables of interest are not sums, thus excluding any modeling with normal multivariate distributions (Embrechts et al. [3] 1997). If we are interested in assessing probabilities of risk events, such as "the total maximum daily precipitation in region A in the i-th year exceeds level u", P ( x∈A Yi(x) > u), or "the maximum of the maximum daily rainfall over n years exceeds u", P ( x∈A n i=1 Yi(x) > u), with notation a ∨ b = max(a, b), we have to use a theory that provides information about the distributions of variables Yi(x) and the dependency structure between them, i.e., the theory of multivariate extreme values distributions (Ribatet et al. [15] 2016). In the context of this theory, it is considered that, as n → ∞, the set of approximate distributions for n i=1 Yi(x) admits only Fréchet, Weibull and Gumbel laws and that the approximate dependence function Dx 1 ,...,x d for vector n i=1 Yi(x1), ..., n i=1 Yi(x d ) , whatever the choice of locations (x1, ..., x d ), is max-stable, i.e., satisfies the condition D k x 1 ,...,x d (u1, ..., u d ) = Dx 1 ,...,x d (u k 1 , ..., u k d ), ∀k > 0, ui ∈ [0, 1],
(de Haan and Ferreira [9] 2006).
This will be the main context of this work: random fields {X(x), x ∈ A}, for which (X(x1), ..., X(x d ))
has multivariate extreme values distribution, regardless the choice of the locations vector (x1, ..., x d ).
The distribution function is completely characterized by the marginal laws and by its exponent function. A widely used choice for marginal distributions is the unit Fréchet, for sake of simplicity and without loss of generality. The exponent function x 1 ,...,x d (z1, ..., z d ) = − log Dx 1 ,...,x d (P (X(x1) ≤ z1), ..., P (X(x d ) ≤ z d )), ∀zi ≥ 0, verifies x 1 ,...,x d (z1, ..., z d ) =
where (U (x1), ..., U (x d )) is a vector of standard uniform distributed marginals having the same dependence function Dx 1 ,...,x d (Ferreira and Ferreira [5] Although the summary coefficients of the spatial dependence structure do not characterize the finitedimensional distributions of {X(x), x ∈ A}, they have the advantage of being immediate to interpret and easier to estimate. The coefficients that we propose, study and apply here give us information about the tendency of {X(x), x ∈ A} for local spatial or temporal oscillations of their values in relation to real high levels u. Assuming that A ⊂ Z 2 , we can observe surface trajectories {x, X(x)}x∈A more or less smooth (or more or less rough) depending on the coefficients values. The higher (or lower) tendency for the variables, in close locations, to jointly present extreme values will determine more (or less) smooth trajectories for the random field. As the joint tendency for extreme values is usually summarized in the literature by upper-tail dependence coefficients, the question arises: how to use these coefficients to summarize the degree of smoothness of a random field or a stochastic process? We invite the reader to follow us in a motivated and justified construction of a response to this question. The objective of this work is to quantify the smoothness of a random field through coefficients that are easy to estimate and use in applications. Thus, in the next section, we will introduce the notations and coefficients to consider, we will deduce some of their properties and propose a method for their estimation. In the following section, we will illustrate the calculation of the coefficients in a model for max-stable random fields. Section 5 is concerned with the smoothness of general random fields, for which we propose a smaller smoothness coefficient easier to deal with, but less interesting for the max-stable context. Finally, we will open a section dedicated to estimating coefficients in financial series. We remark that, although in applications of space-time extremes {Yn(x), n ≥ 1, x ∈ A}, it is generally considered for Yi(x) a maximum, for i the discrete time notation and x the location in A ⊂ Z 2 , we can more generally apply this modeling to Yi(x)
having heavy tails well modeled by a generalized extremes distribution, and consider only one of dimensions i or x.
Notations and construction of the smoothness coefficient
Let {X(x), x ∈ A}, A ⊂ Z 2 , be a max-stable random field, i.e., the variables X(x) have extreme-type distribution and, for any choice of locations x1, ..., x d , the vector (X(x1), ..., X(x d )) has multivariate extreme values distribution. Without loss of generality for applications, suppose that X(x) has common distribution function (d.f.) unit Fréchet, i.e., F (x) = exp(−x −1 ), x > 0. For each location
For the particular case of d = 1 that we will highlight, we simply write V (x).
For a time instant i, consider
keeping the omission of d if d = 1. We will assume that region A is bounded and its finite cardinal will be denoted |A|. We say that {X(x), x ∈ A} has an oscillation with respect to u, u ∈ (0, 1), at location x, when the following event occurs
We say that the sequence of max-stable random fields {Xn(x), x ∈ A} n≥1 has an oscillation with respect to u, u ∈ (0, 1), at location x and time instant i, when the following event occurs
Events {U > u} are usually named exceedances of level u by the variable U , in both contexts. Several tail dependence coefficients for bivariate and multivariate distributions have been constructed in the literature and, in our view, the work of Li ([13] , 2009) is an inescapable landmark. For our purpose, we take as a good starting point the upper-tail dependence of y∈V (x) F (X(y)) and y∈A F (X(y)),
Consider for some location x ∈ A,
Both coefficients of upper-tail dependence are closer together, the more concordant the X(y), y ∈
is a natural measure for the concordance degree of the random field variables with close locations. We intuitively expect smaller values for this difference in fields where, for each x, the variables F (X(y)),
, have the largest strength of extremal dependence and, consequently, lower tendency for oscillations relative to high levels. Similar arguments can be applied, for each location x and time
The following properties justify this interpretation for the values of these differences, presenting them as coefficients that summarize the expected number of local oscillations in each of the spatial or temporal contexts.
Although we can consider simultaneously the oscillations in space and time
extending our arguments in a natural way, we will treat time and space separately for sake of lightness of writing. The combination of the two approaches will in the end be a simple exercice.
Proof. The proof uses analogous arguments, by varying i instead of x.
In conclusion, the differences considered in the above propositions can be taken as coefficients of oscillations. We depart from them and, with a convenient normalization in order to eliminate the effect of the dimension |A| and the dimension of the temporal block [n, m], we propose coefficients with values in [0, 1], which increase with the smoothness of the random field or time series. For the normalization here we take into account that P F (X(x)) ≤ u < y∈V (x) F (X(y)) ≤ y∈V (x) P (F (X(y)) > u), which will lead to a good insight representation of the coefficient in Proposition 3.1.
. Therefore, we can state
(
and
and say that these coefficients compare local behavior of upcrossings and exceedances of high real levels u.
Properties of the smoothness coefficients
With the presented definitions, which can be extended to wider neighborhoods, we proposed coefficients S(A) and Sn,m(x) that summarize the tendency of {X(x), x ∈ A} for oscillations, relative to high levels u, in each of the locations x ∈ A, and the tendency of {Xn(x)} n≥1 for oscillations, relative to high levels u, in each of the time instants n ≤ i ≤ m. Therefore, the first coefficient is intended to summarize the oscillations in a spatial context and the second, for a given location, summarizes the oscillations in a temporal context. The coefficients of tail dependence can be related to the extremal coefficients (see, e.g., Beirlant et al. [1] 20014). We remind that, for any x1, ..., x d ∈ A, we have
with ε(x1, ..., x d ) constant in [1, d] and ε(x1, ..., x d ) = x 1 ,...,x d (1, ..., 1).
In the particular case of d = 2 and isotropic stationary max-stable random fields, we can consider the extremal function
since the dependence between X(x) and X(y) will only depend on the distance between x and y.
For some models of max-stable random fields found in literature (Smith, Schlather, Brown-Resnick, Extremal-t), we can easily obtain ε(h).
In the case of ε(xi, i ∈ I) we simply write ε(I). The extremal coefficient of (Xi(x), Xi+1(x), ..., Xj(x)) will be denoted εx(i, i + 1, ..., j).
The coefficients of tail dependence and the extremal coefficients can be considered dual when we study their variation with the concordance of the variables: when concordance increases, the bivariate upper-tail dependence rises and the extremal coefficients fall. The proposed smoothness coefficients increase with increasing local concordance of the random field variables, as can easily be seen if we express them from the extremal coefficients. Before we establish the properties that justify the utility and interpretation of the proposed coefficients, we first present a representation of these with extremal coefficients, which will also motivate their estimation.
Observe that
and, by a similar procedure, we also have
Simple calculations allow then to obtain the following representations for the coefficients, from the respective definitions.
where V(A) = x∈A |V (x)|. This means that, for any z(x) ∈ [0, 1], with x ∈ A,
Then (Shaked and Shanthikumar [16] 
Thus, from the previous proposition it results
where the upper indexes distinguish the fields to which the coefficients refer.
The smoothness coefficient Sn,m(x) satisfies the same properties as S(A).
We end this section by highlighting the expressions of S(A) and Sn,m(x) when we are in the presence of isotropy and stationarity.
If {X(x), x ∈ A} is isotropic, stationary and all V (x) have the same shape, then
for some x0 ∈ A.
If {Xn(x), n ≥ 1} is stationary, then Sn,m(x) = 3 − εx(n, n + 1, n + 2) 2 .
Estimation of the smoothness coefficients
As mentioned above, we will consider the estimation of the proposed smoothness coefficients from their relation with the extremal coefficients, expressed in Proposition 3.1. We recall that the extremal coefficient corresponds to the exponent function at the unit vector and thus, considering (1), we have ε(x1, ..., x d ) = x 1 ,...,x d (1, ..., 1) =
where U (xi) = F (X(xi)), i = 1, . . . , d. Ferreira and Ferreira ([5] 2012a) presented an estimator for ε(x1, ..., x d ) by taking the sample mean in place of the expected value. Strong consistency and asymptotic normality were also addressed in Ferreira and Ferreira ([5] 2012a). Here we follow the same methodology. More precisely, consider X (j) (x), x ∈ A , j = 1, ..., n, a random sample coming from {X(x), x ∈ A}. Based on (4) and (6), we statê
whereε
Analogously, using (5), we derive for {Xj(x), j = n, ..., m} at each x ∈ A,
.
In the particular case of stationarity, we havê 
Smoothness coefficients outside the max-stable context
For a random field {X(x), x ∈ A}, not necessarily max-stable, we can define the same smoothness coefficient (X(x) ), x ∈ A, provided the limit exists. We can consider different marginals and the relationship with the tail dependence coefficients remains valid. However, we don't have the relation between the tail dependence coefficients λ and the extremal coefficients ε, and therefore Proposition 3.1 is not valid. Consequently, the estimation method proposed for S(A) can not be used. The same argumentation applies to Sn,m(x).
The estimation of the coefficients can be done through the moment estimation for the expectations in (2) and (3), or estimation methods for tail dependence coefficients, already mentioned.
Since bivariate tail dependence coefficients can be more easily computed and estimated than multivariate tail dependence coefficients, we propose now a smaller measure S * (A) ≤ S(A) of smoothness dependent only on bivariate marginal distributions. Its main drawback is to not take into account joint exceedances of u in V (x) and, for isotropic and stationary random fields or stationary sequences, it reduces to bivariate λ. Its advantages over S(A) are the availability of several models for bivariate tail dependence in the literature and a simpler estimation. 
Example
Let {Yn(x), x ∈ A} n≥1 , be a sequence of independent random fields on A ⊂ Z 2 , independent of the random variable R and having independent marginals. Suppose that FY n (x) = FR(x) = exp(−x −1 ),
x > 0, and that {β1, . . . , β k } is a family of constants in (0, 1].
For a fixed partition A = {A1, . . . , A k } of A, we define
For each fixed n, we first compute the smoothness coefficient of {Xn(x), x ∈ A} whose variables are a mixture of Yn(x) and R, weighted by the coefficient β(x) which takes a constant value over each part Ai of A.
We have F Xn(x) (z) = P (Xn(x) ≤ z) = e −z −1 and, for any choice of locations x1, . . . , x d , β(xj) ) .
The dependence function of (Xn(x1) , . . . , Xn(x d )) is given by
which is max-stable. We remark that, if locations x1, . . . , x d belong to the same region As, we have , which is a geometric mean of the product copula and the minimum copula.
In general, if x1 ∈ Ai 1 , . . . , x d ∈ Ai d , we have (1 − β(y)).
In particular,
The expression of ε(x1, x2) suggests an estimation method for the model constants βi, i = 1, . . . , k.
For each i, if we choose two locations x1 and x2 in Ai, we have
where ε(x1, x2) can be obtained as we proposed in Section 4. 
On the left side we used β 1 = 4/10, β 2 = 2/10, β 3 = 1/10 and on the right side we used β 1 = 8/10, β 2 = 6/10, β 3 = 1/10.
From the expression
we can also conclude that, in this model, ε(V (x)) ∈]1, |V (x)|], thus excluding total dependence.
The smoothness coefficient of {Xn(x), x ∈ A} is given by
We simulate this random field for
The generated trajectories can be seen in Fig. 6 , where on the left side we used β1 = 4/10, β2 = 2/10, β3 = 1/10 and on the right side we used β1 = 8/10, β2 = 6/10, β3 = 1/10. The former corresponds to a smoother trajectory as espected from the choice of lower values for the beta weights.
We end this section by addressing the temporal smoothness of the model. Financial investors are very interested in the risk assessment of stock markets. It is commonly accepted that log-differences of index prices (log-returns) constitute a stationary sequence. Markets that exhibit greater volatility or variability in a short period of time represent greater risk. Hence volatility is of great interest to investors. One way to assess volatility is through the absolute value of log-returns. In the analysis that we are going to present, we consider the daily maximum logreturns of the following stock market indexes: DJI, S&P500 and FTSE100. We are going to apply the smoothness estimatorŜn,m(x) to each financial time series covering two one-year periods: 2015 and 2017. So, roughly speaking, we can say that we will evaluate the behavior of financial markets in two periods, chosen by us, before and after the Brexit referendum. The daily maximum log-returns and volatility are plotted In Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. The results are given in Tables 1 and 2 .
They present little soft trajectories and there is an overall decrease in smoothness, more relevant in S&P500 and FTSE100. Recalling the definition of the smoothness coefficient, it is not the magnitude of the oscillations that is being evaluated, but rather the greater or lesser number of oscillations, that is, the tendency of the trajectory to oscillate. It should be noted that the occurrence of sudden abnormally large peaks in the series tends to visually mask the oscillations in the plots, and it seems that the observations are more concordant when actually they are not. This is particularly observed in the FTSE100 plots.
Conclusion
The propensity for oscillations on a random surface is related to the degree of dependence and concordance between the random variables that generate it. We intended to quantify this propensity through coefficients that are easy to estimate and use in applications. We defined smoothness coeffi- cients for max-stable random fields, which take values in [0,1] and are larger the more dependent and concordant the variables in the field are. These coefficients are related to the extremal coefficients usually found in the literature of extreme values. They also have a representation from the expected values of local maxima of the random field. This representation motivates the estimation method proposed and applied. The coefficients range from 0 to 1, where 0 represents a very rough random field and 1 maximum smoothness. The coefficients increase with the concordance of the variables in the random field. The proposed estimator has Normal asymptotic distribution and can be used in practical applications. The proposed coefficients give good insight into the smoothness of a random field from the theoretical point of view and in the simulations and applications considered. They are easy to estimate and can be widely used.
